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The KSTAR central solenoid (CS) coils consist of 4 pairs of superconducting coils, which have updown symmetry and a set of structure with electrical insulation. The structure gives pre-compression
in a vertical direction on the coil stack to sustain the contact between coils. The CS structure has
the important design requirement that it should protect the CS coils from electromagnetic and
thermal loads. The space inside the CS coil has complicated components such as long coil leads
and cooling lines and there are many limits in designing the supports. Thus, in order to solve the
interference problem between other structural components, a design for the CS structure has been
proposed. Also structural analysis has been performed to verify the structural integrity.
PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa
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I. INTRODUCTION

The central solenoid (CS) of the KSTAR (Korea
Superconducting Tokamak Advanced Research) has a
height of 4.5 m and a diameter of 1.5 m. The CS system
consists of 4 pairs of superconducting coils with up-down
symmetry and a supporting structure that is electrically
isolated as shown in Figure 1 [1]. The most important
function of the CS structure is to protect the CS coils
from electromagnetic and thermal loads. Specifically,
the structure should endure high magnetic forces such
as hoop forces, vertical attractive/repulsive forces, and
lateral forces [2].
The CS structure is divided into three parts: a preload
structure, a TF interface structure, and a coil lead supporting structure. The major function of the preload
structure is to apply an axial compression to the CS stack
and to sustain the repulsive forces between the coils. The
TF interface structure is designed to connect the CS system with the toroidal field (TF) coil structures and to
absorb the radial displacement difference between the TF
and the CS structures during the cool down stage.
There are two long coil leads inside each CS coil with
a length of about 4 m. The support structure of the coil
leads that are exposed to high magnetic fields has been
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designed. A structural analysis for the CS coil structure
has been carried out. A finite element 2D global model
and a 3D local model have been developed to analyze
metallic and non-metallic structural components. This
paper presents the design description and analysis results of the CS coil structure. The CS structure is under
fabrication and will be finished in December 2005.

II. CS COIL AND STRUCTURE DESIGN
1. Conductor and CS coils

The CS coils are designed with four pairs of segmented
coils. Each CS coil is supplied with a different operating
current to produce a strongly shaped plasma cross section with a rated plasma current of 2 MA. Each CS coil
follows the reference operation sequence of initial magnetization (IM), blip, start-of-flattop (SOF), start-of-burn
(SOB), and end-of-burn (EOB). The conductor of the CS
coils is a cable-in-conduit (CIC) conductor, which consists of 240 Nb3 Sn strands, 120 copper strands, and a
square shaped Incoloy 908 jacket [1,3].
The Incoloy 908 jacket material tends to have stressaccelerated grain-boundary oxidation (SAGBO) cracking
during heat treatment under conditions of temperature
between 550 ◦ C and 800 ◦ C, a tensile stress more than
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Fig. 2. Preload structure and structure cooling line.
Fig. 1. Configuration of the KSTAR CS magnet system.

200 MPa, and oxygen concentration more than 0.14 ppm
at 1 bar. So, each coil will be heat-treated in a vacuum furnace with purified argon gas purging the inside
of the conductor. The oxygen concentration should be
controlled during coil heat treatment to prevent coil defects. To meet the designed insulation voltage of 15 kV,
turn insulations and a ground wrap are provided with
S-2 glass fabric taping and a final vacuum pressure impregnation (VPI) [4].

2. Preload structure
Fig. 3. Lead support structure.

The preload structure consists of eight sets of inner
and outer shells, top and bottom blocks, upper and
lower buffers, and wedges as shown in Figure 2. The
functions of the preload structure are to apply an axial
compression to the CS coil and to sustain the repulsive
forces between CS coils during operation. The CS
coils are under compressive force during the reference
scenario. However, the peak separation force of 12
MN occurs between CS1 and CS2 coils under several
operation conditions [2]. This load condition is called
the maximum repulsive force (MRF). The designed axial
compression of 15 MN at 5 K will be applied partly by
assembling the preload structure at room temperature
with preload of about 13 MN and partly by the thermal
contraction difference between CS coils and preload

structure during cryogenic cool-down. The preload
structure will be assembled at room temperature while
heating the inner and outer shells. Two bolts made of
Inconel 718 adjust the position of each wedge. Critical
conditions on the preload structure occur at room
temperature, since the allowable stress of the metal
at room temperature is much lower than at 4 K. The
upper and lower buffers have the function of smoothing
the localized compression load on the coil surface. The
buffers are segmented and bolted to each other with
insulation breaks.
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III. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
1. 2D global models

Fig. 4. 2D global model of CS structure and winding pack.

3. TF interface structure

The CS magnet system is hung on the TF system
through the TF interface structure, which consists of a
support lug, a flexible joint, and a re-centering device.
The support lug, which is beam-shaped and segmented
with insulation, transfers the gravity weight of 25 Tons
and vertical magnetic force of the CS coils to the TF
structure. The peak vertical launching force of the CS
magnet system is calculated to be about 2.3 MN for the
plasma vertical disruption condition. There are eight
flexible joints to accommodate the relative radial displacement between the CS and TF magnet system deformation by in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic forces.
Eight adjustable spring-type devices are bolted to the
bottom blocks to limit the lateral motion of the CS magnet system in case of seismic load and/or lateral magnetic
force occurrence.

4. Lead support structure

Each CS coil has two long leads that have a minimum
bending radius of 230 mm as shown in Figure 3. The
support structure of the CS coil leads consists of a ring
plate between each coil module and a wide support
plate in the curved region, and a narrow support plate
in the straight region. Each ring plate has an outer part
of 20 mm thickness located between the CS modules
and an inner part of 70 mm thickness located inside the
CS stack. The support plate consists of two parts: the
lower-left part supports the lower lead from the bottom
of the coil and the upper-right part supports the upper
lead from the top of the coil. Each support plate is
connected to the ring plate by M12 bolts. The main
material for the lead support except for the bolt is G10
grade of glass fiber reinforced plastic.

2D finite element models have been used for analysis of the CS structure under axisymmetric loadings, as
shown in Figure 4. Plane 82 axisymmetric elements with
8 nodes are used for the winding pack and support lugs.
Other components are modeled with 8 node plane stress
with thickness elements. In the inner shell, the presence
of 30-mm-diameter holes is modeled by reduced thickness
in this region. Contact 48 elements are used for simulating the contact behavior of the G10 rings and plates
with CS modules [5]. A friction ratio of 0.1 for ring and
modulus contacted is assumed. To model the bolted connection of the support lug to the TF structure, a portion
of the TF structure is included in the model. The M30
bolts connecting the support lug and structure are modeled with Link 8 elements. The interface between contact
surfaces is modeled with contact 48 elements. The terms
above that use the word elements are terms in the 2D
global model [6].

2. 3D local models

The local model philosophy assumes a detailed solid
modeling of the interesting parts of the construction and
applying boundary conditions based on the global model
calculations. The 3D model has been used for analysis
of the 3 ring plates, the lead support plate, and the CS
1U coil leads. Figure 5 shows the 3D detailed model
with/without support plates. Solid 45 elements are used
for the ring plates, lead support, conductor jacket, and
turn insulation. Link 8 elements are used for M12 bolts
and for media connecting the artificial effective beam and
inner conduit surface. Beam 4 elements are used for the
artificial effective beam. Contact 173 elements are used
at the ring plate and lead support contact surface, the
lead and ring plate contact surface, the lead and lead
support contact interface, and the lead support contact
interface. Symmetric contact pairs are generated everywhere for a non-coincident mesh to work properly. The
initial gap or penetration has been adjusted to set an
initial contact by element key options. A Coulomb friction model with a coefficient of friction of 0.2 is used.
The terms above that incorporate the word “element”
are terms in the 3D local model [7].

3. Load conditions

The major loads acting on the CS coils and support
structures are the assembling load at room temperature,
the thermal load due to cool-down, and electromagnetic
loads during operation. The electromagnetic loads were
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Table 3. Stress intensity in the Incoloy 908 jacket (unit:
MPa).
Loads Lower Upper
PRD
CD
IM
SOF
EOB
EOB-D
MLF

Fig. 5. 3D local model of CS 1U coils and lead support
structure.

49
142
329
434
410
390
169

31
146
328
282
286
207
168

Allowable values
Base
Weld
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245
1245

1058
1058
1058
1058
1058
1058

IV. ANALYSIS RESULTS

Table 1. Load conditions for 2D and 3D analysis [6,7].
No.

Load description

1
Bolt preload (BP)
2 Preloading of 13MN at RT (PRD)
3
Cool-down (CD)
4
Initial magnetization (IM)
5
Start-of-flattop (SOF)
6
End-of-burn (EOB)
7 End-of-burn disruption (EOB-D)
8
Max. downward force (MDF)
9
Max. upward force (MUF)
10
Max. lateral force (MLF)
11
Max. repulsive force (MRF)

2D 3D
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O O

Table 2. Summary of stress intensity (unit: MPa).
Load
PRD
CD
IM
SOF
SOB
EOB
MDF
MUF
MRF

Stress Intensity (MPa)
Allowable values
Inner shell Outer shell Flexible joint Pm
Pm +Pb
114
129
34
137
178
122
139
119
500
650
80
95
179
500
650
108
123
120
500
650
108
124
119
500
650
92
106
122
500
650
129
143
210
500
650
116
137
284
500
650
126
143
202
500
650
Note) Pm : membrane stress, Pb : bending stress

calculated in accordance with the reference scenario. The
worst loads such as the maximum upward force (MUF),
maximum downward force (MDF), and the maximum
repulsive force (MRF) were calculated by the MAFLO
code [2]. Load conditions used for the 2D global and 3D
local analysis are summarized in Table 1.

1. Global analysis results

From the results of the 3D global analysis, it is found
that the assumed preload of the CS provides continuous compression of the winding pack for all calculated
load conditions. The stress intensity of the shells and
flexible joints is summarized in Table 2. The maximum
membrane stress of the inner and outer shell is about
129 MPa at room temperature and 143 MPa during operation. The flexible joints show a higher stress than
the other structures. The maximum stress is about 284
MPa. The shells satisfy the static and fatigue strength
criteria [8], except for the wedge hole region. In order
to reduce the stress concentration in the wedge hole, a
vertical slotted hole needs to be added. Flexible joints
satisfy the static and fatigue criteria as well as buckling criteria. Bolts used in the flexible joint-block, flexible joint-support lug, and support lug-TF structures are
sufficient to provide tight connections. It is found that
other metallic components such as the buffers, support
lugs, and wedges show sufficiently low stress below 100
MPa.

2. Local analysis results

Structural evaluation has been checked for the lead
support, ring plate, turn insulation, and jacket. The
stress intensity of the Incoloy 908 jacket is summarized
in Table 3. A maximum stress of 434 MPa occurs at the
lower lead due to the high field. However, stress results
are within the allowable static strength. Static and cyclic
stresses in the ring plate and lead support do not exceed
allowable values. Stresses in the turn insulation do not
exceed allowable limits. Static and fatigue strength criteria are satisfied for the bolts and pin-bolts.
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V. CONCLUSION
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